December 2018

Chairman’s Bit!
So, the summer has gone and now the autumn has gone and we only have the prospect of
a long, cold winter ahead. BUT, let's just spend a moment looking at a couple of positives.
Firstly, the sheep have gone for good! Secondly, (although the Committee can't take any
credit for the weather!) in the last three months, we have had 600 launches and spent a
combined total of just over 250 hours in the air. That compares to 380 launches in the
same period last year and only 110 flying hours. We also now have a serviceable
alternative landing area on 30R, which will improve launch rates and retrieval times
through the winter months. All we need now are some Westerlies, so that we can try it out!
Winter may be here and cold, short days with canopies steaming up might seem a bit offputting, but with the new hardened track, we are better placed to fly throughout the year
than ever before, so check the forecast, wrap up warm, fill your flask, get to the club and
let's fly!
Before I leave the subject of the new hardened track, thanks to everyone that got involved,
shifting, spreading or rolling the tons of stone we needed and for excavating the area and
laying the membrane beforehand. The club only functions through members giving up
precious time and volunteering to get stuck in, so we owe our gratitude to everyone that
helped. On a related note, although we didn't quite manage to kill the old tipper, we did
leave it mortally wounded, so have agreed to purchase a replacement. As one member put
it, "Geoff and Dean put in hours and hours, working in all weathers on the field and
expecting them to do it with unreliable kit just makes the job so much harder."
The Committee has approved the replacement of some of the windows in the clubhouse
and some essential insulation improvements to the water system. It is hoped that these
can be carried out in the very near future and obviously, keeping the place wind and
watertight before the worst of the weather arrives has to be a priority. Once these are done,
I would like to think that we can find enough volunteers amongst members to do some
decorating in the clubhouse too.
Unfortunately, I need to record the sad loss in recent times of two former members, Alec
Lund and Geoff Wilkinson. Also, the recent passing of Tom Gregson, who we all knew. I am
sure Tom's family were pleased at the large turnout from BFGC for his funeral service.
On a positive note, I am pleased to welcome two new members, George Smith and Peter
Leonard, who have joined since September. I have no doubt you will all make George and
Peter feel at home at Chipping.
Happy soaring! - Richard Turpin - Chairman

Please note that all Internet links in this publication are live and can be ‘clicked through’.
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Tom Gregson
August 1st, 1927 – November 1st, 2018
From being a small child until his death,
Tom was an aviation enthusiast. In his
youth, he watched aircraft flying at
Blackpool air shows and had a flight,
which set him up to be hooked on flying
for the rest of his life.
He worked on the family farm and when
war broke out, he volunteered for the RAF.
Unfortunately, he was turned down
because his occupation as a farm worker
was classed as a reserved occupation and
essential to the war effort. Tom stayed
working on the farm for a number of years.
He joined English Electric Co. and worked
in the security team, while helping out on
the farm at evenings and weekends.
He moved on to BNFL in 1967 in
instrumentation, where he worked for 20 years and retired at the age of 60 in 1987.
He joined BFGC about the time of his retirement. He was unable to attend regularly enough
to make significant progress, due to family commitments. His wife, Savina had severe
health problems and she was his highest priority until she died in 2002. Whenever Tom was
at the club, he was always helping out, by tractor driving, glider retrieving etc. It was
unusual to see Tom sitting down chatting.
After Savin’s death Tom became a regular member, attending 3 days a week and every club
week.
I first met Tom in 2002, when he came into the workshop and offered to help out. He
rapidly became a highly-valued member of the workshop and a close friend.
I flew with Tom on a number of occasions and he showed himself to be a competent pilot
and good fun to fly with. When I asked him if he wanted to develop to fly solo, his response
was, “No, I am too old to learn all that is required and I am enjoying the flying I am doing.”
At the launch point, he would be found driving the club’s tractors and either cable or glider
retrieving.
In the workshop, no job was beneath him. He did a great job when tidying it up and many
of the glider maintenance tasks could be left to him in the sure knowledge that he would do
them to a high standard. He would always check that he was doing exactly what was
required.
Outside the club, Tom took holidays abroad and flew in some interesting aircraft, including
a rigid airship, an AN-2 biplane, a Junkers 52 and a Dragon Rapide.
The Lancashire Evening Post gave him a centre-page spread last year as our oldest member,
when we gave him a surprise party on his 90th birthday.
Tom was a great friend, a great and valued club member, a gentleman who will be sorely
missed by those who knew him.
- Reg Wooller
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CFI’s Bit!
The Chipping Box
The hot summer seems a long time ago now, but there is still the potential for some good
flying to be had.
It is now the “wave” season!
An example of this was a recent day when our “Chipping Box” was activated, due to the
possibility of mountain wave. Congratulations to those that were able to make contact, the
highest flight being around FL100. Well done to Phil Punt for activating the airspace, we
ought to do it more often.
Please also remember that we have a procedure to follow to both open the Chipping Box
and use it. If you are not familiar with the procedure and the rules, you are not allowed into
the airspace. The operational rules (and briefing) are on the lecture room PC and also in
printed form in the DP van. Ignorance of the rules is not an acceptable excuse if you breach
these rules.

Winter message
Our club safety officer, Richard Peake, recently sent out an excellent document detailing
some of the pitfalls of winter flying. There are some superb pointers in there. Please can I
ask that you have a proper read through this document and consider the content each and
every time you fly in the colder months. (You can click HERE to see a copy now - Ed.)

Silly mistakes
Errors and silly mistakes appear to be continuing and this is a worrying trend. Please can I
ask that everyone concentrates on what they are doing when involved in any operational
activity. The latest to occur was the winch not being correctly DI’d at the start of the day,
resulting in the fuel not being turned on fully. We have a checklist to aid this process and it
was clearly not followed.
It is of VITAL importance that all equipment is fully checked before use. In the case of the
winch fuel valves, we have had to amend procedures to try to prevent this occurring again.
(The latest occurrence is the second time!) The procedure has been detailed previously by
the Winchmaster. (You can read this information by clicking HERE - Ed.)
Passenger rating
The BFGC passenger rating requirements have undergone a
substantial change to be more in-line with the outside world. The
new requirements are detailed within the Flying Orders. If you are
interested in flying with other solo club members, please read
through the details and let me know. I will be organizing a few
briefings/open discussions on this topic in the new year. This
briefing is open to all, but especially those interested in
considering this rating/privilege.
Achievements
Not a lot has been done recently, but congratulations to Matt Price
on the award of his Blue Card. Matt has also just had a nice wave
flight from Walney - his highest ever. well done!
Ian Ashton - CFI
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Money Matters!
To bring you up to date since the last newsletter, we have now settled the outstanding
Rates appeal. (I will keep this bit short because, despite the subject matter clearly being
far more interesting than your favourite TV programme, I haven't had a single request for
more information!) The change should mean that our annual Rates bill will drop from circa
£13,000 per year to nearer £8,000, (equivalent to more than 20 members’ annual fees)
and we have clawed back about £11,500 in "over-payments" which, when added to the
transitional relief already received, means that we have improved club coffers by about
£19,000. Thanks to Ian Hamilton for his tenacity over the years in getting us to this happy
position. A bonus is that the new Rateable Value has also been applied to the 2017
valuation, so we shouldn't get any more surprises going forward.
Before you all ask - Sorry, I haven't made much progress with CASC yet,
but will persevere.
We are progressing the replacement of the Logstar system. I am probably
the least qualified person to sell the virtues of the Free Flight system we
are pursuing, but it will simplify matters at the launch point and will
certainly improve reporting capacity to support our accounts recordkeeping and management for both individual members and the club.
A couple of features I particularly liked in the demonstration the
Committee was given, were a record of the duty crew and visitors
expected on any given day and a dialogue box which enables crew to
swap duties and pilots to advise what they are hoping to achieve. It
won't replace the Instructor's daily briefing, but should give them a
bit of advance notice of likely numbers and expectations. You never know,
it might even reduce the number of e-mails we all get!
Richard Turpin - Chairman

Cross-Country?
We are always trying to encourage more cross-country and increase experience. In the
past, we have taken two-seaters to “comps” allowing pilots to experience the thrill of crosscountry, task planning, navigation, out-landings etc.
Two of our instructors, Pete Desmond and John Klunder, have offered to do this again and
the committee have agreed this.
To get the most out of this, it is likely that you will be solo, thinking of cross-country, but
maybe not quite ready yet. There is an inter-club league comp (usually a long weekend)
and the “two-seater” comp at Pocklington, which is usually 7 days.
If you are interested in flying cross-country with an instructor, please let me know.
Further details will be published later.
Ian Ashton - CFI
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Launch Failure!
"It will probably take you longer to read
this little story than it took to complete the
flight I am describing, but I hope it will be
useful in explaining why the winch D.I.
recording procedures have recently been
changed and also serve as a timely
reminder to always expect the unexpected.
It might also fulfil a personal ambition to
prove that you don't need to have flown to
Himalayan altitudes or stayed in the air for
a month to get an article published in the
newsletter.
It was an unpromising Sunday morning
and I was part of the duty team for the day. Between us, we agreed that I would do the
first stint on the winch and so, (although it was fairly clear that conditions would prevent
flying operations starting too early), we applied ourselves to getting aircraft and ground
equipment ready for when the duty instructor was satisfied that we could start flying. As
usual for me, I DI'd the winch with the clipboard checklist in front of me and worked
through the various items. At the relevant stage, I opened the gas taps to see whether
there was enough in the tanks for the expected-to-be-abbreviated flying day and asked a
passing club member for a second opinion on whether we needed more gas adding. We
both agreed that we didn't and (DON'T EVER DO THIS!) I then closed the taps again. I
am not going to try to justify my actions and certainly can't blame anyone for ever saying
that I should do this, but my poor logic was that when the winch is being closed down at
the end of flying, part of the routine is to close the taps before trundling back down to the
hangar and so I felt it was safest to always move the winch with the taps closed.
Back to my story. By the time the duty team had everything ready, the weather had closed
in and essentially we weren't able to do very much for the next couple of hours. During
that time, the duty instructor went through his briefing and suggested that I take the first
dual flight with him to complete my General Flying Test, which had been truncated a few
days before. My fellow duty pilot generously agreed to take the first stint on the winch,
knowing that I had DI'd it.
So we set off to the launch point. Being first flight of the day and not knowing what
conditions were going to be like, (other than
quite a strong southerly crosswind at ground
level), I ran through my usual cockpit checks
and Eventualities, the cable was attached
and off we set in BF1. We were in the air
after a brief ground run and just as I was
preparing to ease the stick back to rotate
into the climb, I suddenly saw the cable
parachute rushing towards me. I can only
say that what happened next was a
testament to the high quality of training we
all get from our instructors at BFGC, either
on the airfield or in the lecture room. I
released the cable but instinctively knew that
I had neither the altitude or airspeed to do
anything other than to maintain my flying
attitude and keep the wings level.
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(Remember, there was a crosswind). If I had
slammed the nose down or used the brakes,
you might have been reading a different story
now. Instead, and for what seemed like an
inordinate length of time, presumably because
of the combination of the initial burst of power
from the winch and then from ground effect,
the glider sailed down 30. I held off as she
settled and then used full brakes to bring us
to a halt once we touched down. We had
probably released at no more than twenty feet.
(Oddly enough I didn't get much time to study
my instruments and find out exactly).
What the consequences might have been if I
had started to rotate into the climb before the winch ran out off puff by virtue of fuel
starvation does not bear thinking about! It is also clear why, from now on, a second person
is needed to verify that the gas taps are open when the winch is DI'd. I take some small
comfort in knowing that I was both the cause as well as the recipient of my actions, so no
blame can be attached to anyone else. I truly reaped what I had sown!
The whole incident was over in a matter of seconds, so there was precious little time to
dither about what to do. Without repeating myself, my responses were automatic and
instinctive and were entirely due to the way in which we are taught to fly, the need to allow
the glider to establish itself and achieve some height before rotating into the climb and how
to respond in the event of an emergency. Always expect the unexpected!
- Richard Turpin

Quick Quotes!

Sometimes, flying feels too godlike to be attained by man. Sometimes, the world from above
seems too beautiful, too wonderful, too distant for human eyes to see.
- Charles A. Lindbergh
Any pilot can describe the mechanics of flying. What it can do for the spirit of man is beyond
description.
- Barry Goldwater
Aviation is proof that, given the will, we have the capacity to achieve the impossible.
- Eddie Rickenbacker

Pardon?

Worried at the cost of installing multiple 8.33kHz
radios, the committee has come up with a clever
workaround that the treasurer found on a Chinese
website.

This nifty contraption will allow pilots to give their
downwind calls via the simple, low-tech expedient of
opening their DV panel and shouting (really loudly!)
It’s straightforward, cheap, low-maintenance, never
runs out of batteries and doesn’t suffer from squelch
or breakdowns. The equipment will be installed at the
launch point next month for trials.
After that, they plan to work on a way of
miniaturising the kit sufficiently to fit one in each
cockpit for when pilots need to be called back down
to land! - Ed.
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Statistics!
One administrative task that the Committee has recently had to complete, has been the
Annual Return to the BGA. This is not the same as the annual flying records the CFI is
obliged to complete, (which is a statutory requirement) but more a record to assess the
health of our sport across the country. It will take the BGA about 6 months to process the
information, but the returns for last year (2017) included information for 78 gliding clubs
up and down the country, some with membership in single figures and the big gun of
Lasham with over 780!
BFGC, with a flying membership in 2017 of 100, compares against a national average
membership of 84.6. We reported that we had 28 members under 21 years of age
compared to a national average of 12.5 and the data showed that we have double the
average of female members at 12, (still far too low!) In flying terms, we reported 2,866
winch launches against an average of 2,138, but fared badly for hours flown, (1,122
against 1,301 hours average, but bear in mind that this is total hours flown and includes
statistics from clubs with aerotow and self-launchers as well as winch).
Overall last year, gliding club membership across the country fell by 3.5%.
At best, I think we could say that BFGC isn't doing any worse than any other
gliding club, but we have to recognise that securing new members who
want to learn to fly (as opposed to those wanting to experience a gliding
flight) is an uphill task. The Committee, (with the help of material from
the BGA) are exploring ways in which we might do this and one
current view is that we look to secure interest from other aviation
fields, such as PPL or microlight pilots. All views are more than
welcome, whether you think this might be a good idea or
not. Better still, if there are any members out there
with hidden marketing skills, just let me
know!
Richard Turpin - Chairman

Caught Out!
I’m sure you’ve all heard Pete
Desmond feigning poverty on his
Civil Servant’s pittance and falsely
proclaiming that he doesn’t have a
pot of gold.
Well, this photograph proves
otherwise! We all know what lies
at the end of the rainbow, don’t
we?
The DP van teas are on you next
week Pete. You’ve been well and
truly rumbled! - Ed.
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Perlan 2

Gliders have come a very long way in the past 100
years or so! The photo on the left shows an early and
significant milestone, when in October 1902, Wilbur
Wright demonstrated the flying capabilities of his
latest glider, which for the first time sported a
steerable rudder to offset the adverse yaw created in
turns. The design was a success and after nearly
1,000 flights (the longest of which lasted 26 seconds
and covered a distance of 622.5 feet), the brothers
decided they were ready to place an engine on their
aircraft, leading to their first powered flight in 1903.

Travelling forwards now to 2018, we see what time and technology can achieve with the
stunning recent success of the Airbus Perlan 2 Project, which saw a series of record-breaking
flights in stratospheric wave above Argentina, culminating in a new all-time altitude record
for a non-powered aircraft of 76,124 feet! (Passing the Armstrong Line - the point in the
atmosphere around 60,000 feet where an unprotected human’s blood will boil!)
Pilots Jim Payne and Tim Gardiner flew in a pressurised carbon fibre capsule, which
maintained a cabin atmosphere equivalent to around 14,000 feet and the pilots breathed
using a closed loop re-breather system - the only oxygen used was what the crew
metabolised. They also had a wave visualisation system which graphically displayed areas of
rising and sinking air (I’d like both
of those on my own glider please!)
Perlan is at the cutting edge of
many technologies and Airbus sees
great potential from the lessons it is
learning from the project and the
spin-off systems (like the rebreather and wave visualisation).
Also, because Perlan can fly in the
upper atmosphere without making
any change to the temperature or chemistry of the air it is flying through, it makes an ideal
test-bed for atmospheric measurements and each flight was used to carry out a series of
tests on the air around them.
The Perlan Project has now stood down for the winter, but it is far from over. Future
attempts with Perlan 2 are envisaged to take it up to 90,000 feet, (which would exceed the
altitude record for any manned aircraft, currently held by the SR71 Blackbird since the 1970s
at 85,069 feet) and plans are even afoot for later flights up to 100,000 feet, with modified
wings. These are truly amazing times for the gliding community! - Ed.
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Landing on 30
New landing area (30R)
As most of you will be aware, a new landing area has been constructed parallel to Fiddlers
Lane. This was installed primarily to be used in the wetter months when we are restricted to
track-only operations. It is expected that, as well as having a wider area to land on than
existing, (which will aid those learning to land), it will also increase the number of flights
possible in a day, as it should remove the “bottleneck”. This bottleneck was caused by using
the same track for landings that are used to tow cables down.
Cable tractors were blocked by gliders having landed on the track and take-offs couldn’t
happen until gliders were removed from the track.
When landing at the bottom end, it will help enormously if pilots could indicate where they
“intend” to land whilst giving the normal “brief” downwind call. (When you are actually
downwind of course and not still 5 miles away!)
If you have to change where you intended, no problems, just do what is safe as always.
All areas are available for landing, but please try not to land on the original cable track
unless you have to, (last option). If there is a glider/gliders on the track waiting to take off,
do not overfly under any circumstances. Land to the side on the grass, even if its muddy,
land on the new area, or land on “Ashton Downs”.
The overflying of gliders is prohibited.
To aid those on the ground and to ensure there are no misunderstandings, the following
“designators” should be used when calling downwind, (see diagram below).
• 30 Track
• 30 Centre
• 30 Right
There are some softer areas still on the new landing area. We will probably have to put
some more stone down and roll again as it “beds in”, but it is available for use.
Ian Ashton - CFI

30
Centre

30
ck
Tra

30
Right
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Navy Lark!
This historic photograph records
the proud moment when, during
his service as a Royal Naval
diver, our very own Richard
Peake was accorded the honour
of presenting himself in his
dress wetsuit to explain the
important principle of “lefty
loosey, righty tighty” to a
visiting foreign dignitary.
It may have lost something in
the translation however, as she
was later heard to mutter to an
aide, “Who voz zat Dummkopf
und vy did he keep calling me
Lucy?”

Quick Quotes!
Flight is the only truly new sensation than men have achieved in modern history.
- James Dickey
I fly because it releases my mind from the tyranny of petty things.
- Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
Flying is a lot like playing a musical instrument; you’re doing so many things and thinking
of so many other things, all at the same time. It becomes a spiritual experience.
- Dusty Mctavish

That’s Refreshing!

F5
As webmaster on the Club’s public website - www.bfgc.co.uk I can assure you that a lot of
changes are made to the site’s pages on a regular basis. This is especially true of the Safety
Page, the Members’ Page and the Ground Ops page, all of which contain important
information for all our pilots.
Please remember then, that many web browsers default to showing you a ‘cached’ copy of
frequently visited websites to speed up page loading. This can mean that you won’t be
seeing the latest information on the site unless you refresh the cache. With most browsers,
you do this by either clicking on the refresh icon
at the top of the screen, or by pressing
the F5 key. Please make sure you do this whenever you look at those pages so you don’t
miss out on important updates. Thanks.
Keith Clarke - Webmaster
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Scene from Above

For this issue, we have a beautiful, recent photograph of Beacon Fell, taken under a moody autumn sky.

BFGC AGM
The Annual General Meeting of Bowland Forest Gliding Club Ltd
will be held on Thursday, 14th March 2019 at 8.00pm at:
Preston Grasshoppers RFC
Lightfoot Green Lane
Fulwood
Preston
PR4 0AP
Please try to attend if you can, as we need your input on matters of importance to
the club. Please remember that only Life Members and Full Members who have paid
their subs for the year will be eligible to vote.
Please also be aware that this year, we will need to find replacements for some
committee members who will be taking a well-earned rest after many years of
service to the club. Would you consider putting your name forward?
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“All Out, All Out”

CSO Report

Prior to every “Newsletter” publication, Keith asks if I have something to add from the CSO.
So, I think back a few months to incidents I can recall. I look through the Safety logs and
emails and even some hand-written notes, before putting together something I think justifies
and mitigates my very high wages.
Up to now these incidents have often been very few per “Newsletter” period, so my articles
usually contain items of information and guidance on wider flying safety topics. I try to draw
attention to trends and messages from the BGA or clubs and associations in the hope of
widening our view of what can happen when we don’t concentrate.
I waffle on about what I think is relevant to safety and how it might help us stay safe, avoid
accidents and reduce damage to reputations and gliders.
Generally, this does work, increasing awareness for everyone, including our pilots, instructors,
examiners, safety teams and even our visitors or part-time members.

Well it does on most days anyway!
Recently, and I’m talking about the past few months, we seem to be experiencing far more
incidents and near misses than ever.
I don’t know what has occurred. If it is a shift in mind sets or even something as simple as
lack of currency with the poor weather. The fact is, we are riding our luck and so far we have
avoided serious damage and injury.

Anyway, think about that whilst you read through our recent Incidents.
This isn’t all of them by the way and I’ve sanitized them to ensure this remains an awareness
and learning process, rather than a method to apportion blame.

The most surprising incident has to be, in my
opinion!

Health and Safety at Work

Following a launch failure, a live cable was attached to a
piloted glider as a demonstration to less experienced
members on how to connect the strop!!!
This glider moved forward unexpectedly when the winch man
attempted to recover the wrong cable. This resulted in a
near miss for several members who were standing in the
path of the glider.

Other avoidable incidents include:
Cables attached to gliders with the shock rope passing
through the parachute, with the potential to cause a launch
failure or worse.
A paraglider from the Pennine Soaring Club, reported that a
glider had passed within 20 feet of him during a soaring
sortie in the East Bowl of Parlick.
A launch failure caused by fuel starvation to the winch.
Thankfully no injuries and no damage!
Airbrakes came open during a winch launch due to several
reasons; undetermined but excessive all-out acceleration
from the winch controller was identified as a possible cause.
A pilot suffered injuries caused by trapping a hand in the
aileron during a DI positive control check.

What could possibly go wrong?
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Although not an incident it could have been.
An experienced pilot was observed to conduct his ABCD pre-flight checks by walking around
the aircraft. The rudder lock was still in place as the pilot climbed into the cockpit!

How do we resolve this quickly and with impact? - And make it stick?
In the past, I would simply send out these messages,
(below) because this is what we expect and most
messages like this make complete sense and appear
to be saying the right things - yes!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read the BGA publications
Recognise when we are tired
Recognise when we lack currency
Blah
Blah
Blah

NO!
NOT ANY MORE!
I won’t need to because the solution is really quite simple.
If you forget everything else just remember this When you wake up on any given day and you are on duty at the club or would just like to fly...
Think about flying and get in the mood, zone or frame of mind and think about what you
need to be doing.
1. Forget about everything else. Do not bring it to the club.
2. Take pride in the fact you will be flying and want to do everything right or as near right
as you can.
3. Think about your role for the day if you are on duty, your responsibilities and what
you should do to prepare.
4. Do not turn up and just expect to fly.

No one is ever that good or that lucky all of the time.
And for those special few of us who like to mitigate, using comments such as, “That never
happens,” “I’ve never seen that,” I would just like to say;

Luck and hope is not a strategy and Chipping’s luck may run out soon if we
don’t change.
Remember- If you have any doubts, speak with an instructor. These guys have a lot of
experience. Don’t overlook talking with our ground and winch trainers too. Always discuss
your needs before starting your duty or flying.
Don’t wait until you are in the cockpit and thinking of something to do. If you are an
instructor, ask the P2 what it is they want to achieve during the flight. Don’t get in until your
P2 has completed all of their external checks and had a discussion with you.
Even if you know it’s a circuit-only flight.
If they don’t know, then chances are they have not even thought about what is beyond the
“All Out.”
Stay safe! - Richard Peake CSO
Remember- We have Duty Instructors, Pilots, CFI and DCFI and me as your Club Safety Officer to
discuss any or all issues through a verbal report or discussion, a telephone call, a note into the office, email
to an individual or the Club Safety mailbox. safety@bfgc.co.uk
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Appreciation!
Sadly, we say goodbye to Nigel Barnard due to a change of employment, and Andy Spray
has also not rejoined. May I thank them both for all of the work and commitment as
instructors over many years. They will be missed.
Special thanks must go to Reg Wooller. Reg has not instructed for some time, due to
various issues, but his instructor rating was still valid until recently. Reg decided to allow
his rating to lapse. I am sure that you will all agree that Reg has put a tremendous amount
of effort into the club over decades, often wearing two different hats at the same time, (his
inspector hat and instructor hat.)
This was always a difficult task, as he was often required at the launch-point and in the
workshop at the same time, particularly midweek.
Again, I am sure that you will join me in thanking Reg for his many years of instructing and
dedication.
Year-end thanks.
May I also take this opportunity to thank all those that have helped with the operation this
year, particularly behind the scenes. Quite a lot goes on in the background to keep the club
running. Can I thank all of the instructors for their efforts, particularly those that have done
more than just their rostered duties, maybe offering to run the club weeks, as well as those
always trying to cover midweek flying on Wednesdays and Fridays.
Thanks to all those that helped with the evening flying too, particularly Ged.
Thanks to Graham Rendell for doing an excellent job as winchmaster, Richard Peake for
outstanding work as our safety officer and Pete Desmond as our DCFI.
Thanks to all BI’s that have gone over and above in order to help to promote the sport of
gliding; our own “strop fairy” Yvonne Stott for all of her efforts, and Tracy Ashton for the
work on the roster. The new visitor booking system is working well, thanks to Liz and Geoff.
All of your work is appreciated by many.
Whilst 2018 was, in my opinion, not the best soaring season, I do believe that we have
progressed the club and it has been rewarding being a part of it. It has been great to see
some real achievements, some of them lifelong ambitions, such as obtaining an instructor
rating, or maybe your first proper cross-country flight or field landing. We have also started
to increase our instructor numbers.
All that remains now is to wish you all a happy Xmas, and hope that you all achieve some
memorable and safe flights next year, or progress towards your goals whatever they may be.
Fly safe. Fly as often as you can. Stay current.
Ian Ashton - CFI
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New Weather Station
You’ll be pleased to hear that our new weather station is installed
and operational, with the display panel now replacing the old one
at the back of the Lecture Room.
All the new twirly, wizzy things are up on the roof and the panel
gives a very clear indication of what the weather is doing
(especially for those who don’t want to poke their noses out of
the door!)
It is not yet feeding data to the Members’ Website area, as there
is some software incompatibility, so that very talented man,
Tony Perry will soon be girding up his coder’s loins and inserting
a few clever patches to make them talk to each other.
Tony is also going to produce some instructions on how to
get the peak gust value from the display.
All in all it’s a good job well done and many thanks are due to
the people who have contributed to getting this essential
equipment up and running.

The changing Chipping skyline.
The new display panel.

Oops!
What do you call a self-launcher that won’t
self-launch? (*Answer below)
Fortunately for this pilot at the Lakes Club in
Walney, the BFGC crew were willing to step in
with a car and a set of jump leads to get him
started. (Embarrassing!)
Hopefully, he won’t need to re-start the
engine later in-flight to get him home again,
or else he may need to brush up on his fieldlanding skills. Nice one lads! And thanks to
Richard Turpin for sending in the photo - Ed.
(* A glider, obviously!)
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Fast and Furious!
Gliding can be a peaceful and calm
pursuit, floating in near silence, in
still air, above gently undulating
countryside, but occasionally,
conditions can become a little more
challenging!
The Sierra de Guadarrama is a range
of mountains that runs east to west,
north of Madrid in central Spain. The
sun-baked ridges can be a great place
to fly alongside the vultures, kites
and buzzards that live there in
abundance and every once in a while,
something else magical happens.
Looking along the ridges.

In the right conditions, a convergence
line will set up above the ridges as winds from north and south of the range meet head on
over the mountains and shoot skywards. If you are even luckier, the line will not head
straight into forbidden airspace over Madrid and the icing on the cake is if the normally blue
skies produce a line of cumulus to show exactly where the line is. Last summer I was
fortunate enough to be there on a day when it all came together beautifully.
I had taken off from Fuentemilanos, (3,300 feet amsl) at about 3pm and spent some time
climbing slowly to about 7,000 feet in hot, blue thermals near the airfield. I then spotted a
cumulus line forming over the mountains to the south of me and headed over in that direction.
Soon, the thermals were strengthening to plus 7 and within no time I was established at
9,000 feet and ready to head off along the ridges. The conditions turned out to be
astonishingly good and I set off to run along a line from near Otero de Herreros at the
western end of the ridges to the airfield at Santo Tomé, off to the east, a distance of some
60km away.
As I started to pick up the full effects of the convergence, I realised that it was going to be a
special day. A bit like flying in wave, I found I could head in a straight line, without turning
and was almost continuously in lift. That was where the comparison broke down however,
because the air I was travelling through was incredibly rough with strong lift and strong sink
vying with each other continuously. Although the general trend was up, it was at times, like
driving fast over a
boulder-strewn field in a
runaway 4x4!
The Madrid Airport
approach lay just above
my head, so I was
restricted to a maximum
height of 9,500 feet,
which I soon attained
and then it was a case,
where necessary, of
increasing speed in lift
and slowing down in sink
to bleed off the height.
(That’s the very opposite
of what I’m used to
doing!)

Flying at 9,450 feet, in 4 up and doing 100 kts! - Does it get any better than this?
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For most of the journey, I was flying at just under Va for my Ventus, at around 100kts. At
that speed, in the turbulent air, it was a very noisy, bumpy, wild ride and I had my straps as
tight as I could possibly manage. Even so, at one point, I managed to crack my head on the
canopy as the glider lurched through a
particularly rough patch! It was a good time
to be sure that all loose items in the cockpit
were well and truly secured!

Santo Tomé airfield

Lookout was also challenging! There were
many gliders at Fuentemilanos and they
would be joined by others from the airfields
at Santo Tomé and Villacastin. If I was
using this line of lift, I could be sure that
they would be too and they were likely to be
heading straight towards me at a similar
height and doing at least 100 knots
themselves, so it was a case of constant
vigilance, (- Even more so than usual!)

Lift wasn’t guaranteed, of course and there
were times where I would lose a couple of thousand feet crossing large bands of heavy sink.
Fortunately, when that happened, the turbulence tended to ease considerably and I was able
to fly faster and zip through the sink on speed flap, pushing up to around 120kts or so.
Maintaining these speeds, the miles were soon eaten up and it was astonishing how quickly I
found myself approaching my destination at Santo Tomé. The cumulus line petered out
beyond that point heading east and I decided that, rather than continue into the blue to take
a chance on the convergence continuing, I’d rather head back and have another go at the air
that I knew was working well, so after a brief pause to take a photo or two of the airfield at
Santo Tomé, (always the tourist!) I turned a reciprocal heading and set off back west.
The convergence hadn’t weakened since I’d passed and I managed to follow it again all the
way back to my starting point, mostly still battling to stay below my 9,500 feet limit. The
main difference this time was that I was heading west, straight into the low, early evening
sun and visibility made the lookout even more tricky. I was heartily glad that virtually every
glider that flies in that area carries Flarm, (in fact, it is mandatory at Fuentemilanos) and
that I had a Flarm radar display on my Oudie that let me see everything in the air from many
kilometres away. It was a reassuring backup to the Mark I eyeball!
When I got back to the villa that evening, I loaded my igc file into SeeYou and had a chance
to see exactly how good the day had been. In the end, I discovered I’d covered the 120kms
in just under 40 minutes, flying at around 100kts (185kph) mean speed overall and with an
average glide ratio of 87:1! I’m not used to seeing figures like those. I tend to be a bit of a
sightseer in my flying, taking my time and pausing often to circle in sink to get a good photo
of something. I’m not saying I’d like all my flights to be like this. It was all a bit breathless,
noisy and urgent, but I was very glad to have been able to experience conditions like these
for a change and see just what it can be like to fly Fast and Furious!
- Keith Clarke
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Ged’s Gems
As usual, Ged has been scouring the aviation press for us and digging out some gems to
share. Many thanks Ged for all your efforts. They are much appreciated! - Ed.
When you are flying, everything is all right, or it is not all right.
If it is all right, there is no need to worry.
If it is not all right, one of two things will happen. Either you will crash, or you
will not crash.
If you do not crash, there is no need to worry.
If you do crash, one of two things is certain. Either you will be injured, or
you will not be injured.
If you are not injured, there is no need to worry.
If you are injured, one of two things is certain. Either you will recover, or you
will not recover.
If you recover, there is no need to worry.
If you don't recover, you can't worry.
- W.E. Johns (of Biggles fame)

Measure twice, cut once... scratch head, shrug, shim to fit.

“The art of flying would be the greatest calamity that could happen to society.”
l’Abbé Pluche (1688-1761)
“He who would learn to fly one day, must first learn to stand and walk and run and climb and
dance: one cannot fly into flying.”
Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900)
“A small percentage of people who are naturally slow-witted and clumsy will baffle the most
patient instructor.”
The Way to Fly by “Avion” 1919

Spotters
would, of
course,
have eyes
only for
aircraft ...

New Regs’ compiler and lifelong spotter Alan Brown would like a pair
of x-ray specs to see inside the fifty glider trailers up at the club.

“Traffic at 2 o’clock skipper.”
“Good. What time is it now?
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A Good Read?
" If the family are pestering you for ideas for Christmas presents, but the bookcase is already
groaning under the weight of gliding instruction manuals written by Derek Piggott or Steven
Longland, then here are some thoughts on narrative gliding books that you can curl up with,
clutching a glass of something warming on those long, winter evenings. They are in no
particular order and aren't all brand new, but all are still in print, so shouldn't be too difficult
to find.
Cloud Dancing by Robert F Whelan, is a personal account of learning to glide in America,
mixed in with a history of the sport and it is beautifully descriptive. He also talks about
"gliders" rather than "sailplanes," so I liked him for that!
Skybound. A Journey in Flight by Rebecca Loncraine, is another personal gliding story by
an incredible, brave woman who learned to glide while being treated for terminal cancer. It
was published this year and again is wonderfully descriptive. It will make you appreciate all
over again how lucky we are to be glider pilots.
Arnhem on the Horizon by Johnny Wetherall, is a wartime memoir of a glider pilot's
training and operational experiences, which I tracked down after a trip to Bannerdown GC
with Pete Desmond and Dave Stopford. Bannerdown / RAF Keevil was the launch point for
many gliding operations in the last war.
If you love rugby almost as much as flying, you might enjoy Richie McCaw's autobiography
The Real McCaw. Richie was captain of the All Blacks for donkey's years but, alongside his
whole family, was addicted to gliding. His consolation for being knocked out of the Rugby
World Cup in 2007 was to buy a brand new Discus 2C, which he then describes flying around
his home club of Omarama. Jealous??
Even more off the wall is the most recent Inspector Lynley murder mystery by Elizabeth
George, The Punishment She Deserves, which is set, in part, in and around the Midlands
GC at Long Mynd ...was the murderer a glider pilot?
Not about gliding, but if you haven't yet read Skyfaring by Mark Vanhoenacker, then you
should. He is an airline pilot with an irrepressible appetite for all things flying.
Which one would I buy first? Well I am going to cheat, because the gliding book on my list to
Santa is, in fact, a manual. Beyond Gliding Distance by Flavio Formosa.
Richard Turpin

Antonio González
Over the past decade, a large number of Bowland Forest pilots
have visited the Aerodrome at Fuentemilanos in Spain. All of
them will remember with great affection, the Chief Instructor
and aerodrome director, Antonio González, who always
welcomed us so warmly and gave such informative and useful
Met briefings in excellent English every morning.
We were therefore very saddened to hear of the tragic accident
on Saturday 8th December, when Antonio, standing beside a
glider waiting to launch, was killed by the wing of a landing
glider that overflew the launch point too low.
Our thoughts and condolences go out to Antonio’s family, his
friends and his colleagues at the aerodrome. He worked
relentlessly to keep Fuentemilanos running successfully, despite
many difficulties and he will be greatly missed by everyone.
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Moonlighting!

You’ll have heard the DCFI holding forth recently about the way the windsock is being
damaged by leaving it up in strong winds. Well, I don’t think that’s the reason at all!
I think the problem is that “someone” (no names obviously), has recently got himself a parttime job on a Fleetwood fishing boat and has discovered that if you tie off the end of a
windsock, you can drag it behind the boat for an hour or so while you’re having your butties
and catch all manner of tasty marine delicacies, because they are strongly attracted to the
bright colours of this neon net! No wonder we’re going through windsocks so rapidly! I just
hope his conscience will prick him soon and he’ll stop wrecking our equipment to satisfy his
personal piscatorial predilections! Alternatively, I wouldn’t mind a
couple of nice plump sea bass please John! - Ed.
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Editor’s Endbit
And so ends another newsletter and another year! As usual, a big thank you to the people who took
the time and effort to contribute and make this edition such a success. If you didn’t write in for this
issue, please make sure you send something next time. We need your contributions! The deadline
date for the next newsletter will be Sunday, 3rd March and I look forward to hearing from you. As
always, you don’t have to wait until then. Send me your stuff at any time and I’ll keep it safe until
the next deadline. Please send all copy to soaringkeith@gmail.com Keep Flying and Stay Happy!
Keith Clarke - Editor

